
Our company is looking for a regulatory controller. If you are looking for an
exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for regulatory controller

Manage one person
Preparation, analysis and review of various Capital calculation requirements
(Credit and Counterparty Risk, Leverage, Own Funds), supporting reviews
and sign-off papers for presentation in Senior Management signoff meetings
Partner with the reporting team to explain and validate daily, monthly and
quarterly variances in capital numbers, supporting the production of key
internal and external regulatory reporting submissions
Support the development of a new global strategic capital calculator and
business-as-usual processes, controls and reporting
Build effective relationships with Operations, Information Technology, Legal
Entity Controllers, Corporate Treasury, and Regulatory Colleagues
Lead regulatory driven projects, working with multiple stakeholders, ensuring
timely completion of projects
Assist in standing up FERC agenda including developing of dashboard
reporting capabilities, streamlining existing processes, establishing QA and
effectiveness assessments programs
Reporting on key metrics, analyzing and interpreting trends and providing
actionable insights based on available data
Assist in firmwide initiatives to ensure delivery of a consistent and sound
operating model as it applies to the Capital FERC agenda
Develop & maintain appropriate documentation supporting implementation
initiatives for established processes

Qualifications for regulatory controller

Example of Regulatory Controller Job Description
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Candidates for the role should hold an Accounting /Finance/Mathematical
degree or equivalent, and have an interest in and understanding of the
Regulatory framework
Build effective relationships with Information Technology, Legal Entity
Controllers, Corporate Treasury, and Regulatory Colleagues
Investigate drivers of material movements in reported numbers, interrogating
systems and data, and liaising with other teams to understand root cause,
supporting the production of key internal and external regulatory reporting
submissions
Liaise with technical and advisory teams to develop understanding of existing
and evolving Regulatory rules and ensure appropriate application to
products, calculations and reporting
Familiarity with FinRep templates
UK and German entities COREP returns


